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The following is a brie6 outline of some stochastic actuarial and financial models that can be
used for a quantitative analysis of the economic rationale for reinsurance. Such a careful
quantification of the microeconomics of reinsurance and the tangible value created for the
client lies at the very heart of Swiss Re’s value proposition for reinsurance. This technical
note is written for practitioners with a mathematical background. We have tried to keep the
mathematics as simple and straightforward as possible. Furthermore, for the reader’s
convenience, we have listed a number of reference texts for further study at the end of this
note. Also, all the models are available in software form (using Microsoft EXCEL as a user
interface).
We start our quantitative analysis of the economic rationale for reinsurance by considering
one line of business. Here, line of business means some homogeneous block of insurance or
reinsurance business, for example UK Life, US Medex, P&C Asia Pacific, etc., depending on
the level of detail at which the economic rationale and the value proposition for reinsurance
are to be quantified. In a first step, we develop a dynamic stochastic model that describes the
evolution of claims,premiums, reserves and expenses for this line of business over time. We
then focus our attention on the estimation of claims severity, the estimation of claims
frequency, the variation of risk propensity due to trends (e.g., improvements in mortality
rates in life insurance, worsening claims experience in some areas of health insurance,
etc.) and cycles (e.g., jlu epidemics, etc.), and finally, on the effect of the three major
reinsurance arrangements: quota share reinsurance, surplus reinsurance and stop loss
reinsurance.
On the company level, we first develop a dynamic stochastic model for the solvency margin
or risk reserve which allows us to determine the capital at risk as a function of the
reinsurance arrangements in force and the client’s strategic allocation of assets. Note that
we do not treat assets and liabilities separately here; for both the same simple and consistent
methodological framework is used. This is very much in line with today’s state-of-the-art
asset / liability management strategies. Furthermore, the model can be applied to quantify the
effects of reinsurance (and, more generally, of asset /liability management strategies) on a
cedent, an insurer and a reinsurer simultaneously. Having determined capital at risk, we
show how to implement a consistent system of performance measurement (“efficient
frontier” approach) for insurance and reinsurance companies and that reinsurance creates
tangible value by moving the insurer’s efficient frontier in the direction of higher returns
and lower risk. As a final point in this section of the technical note, we show how the same
methodology can be used to (a) develop a consistent system of performance measurement
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for internal operational units of the insurer and the reinsurer and (b) develop a consistent,
best practice pricing approach for insurance and reinsurance contracts.
In a final section of this document, we look at how the mathematical models used to quantify
the economic rationale for reinsurance can also be used to implement new value proposition
(VP) based client solutions and can therefore provide the reinsurer with new market and
profit growth opportunities.
A Single Line of Business
In a first approximation, any line of business can be characterized by the following market
data (we consider three specific lines of business called A, B and C for illustration purposes
throughout this section):
Lhes

of Buslness

Description

Eamod Premium (Etr)
Sum Assured

2cm.00

Nurrber of Pdides
Average Sum Assured
Dlstrlbutlon of Sum Assured
Average Reserve (@)

1500.00
1.33
6.00
1500.00

Plidflg

Rate (ii)

Proflt Loading
Consistency

l.OG%
25.00%

(Lamwai)
Test

Technical

Premium

Lass Portfolio

(PJ

Mean(m)

~~
Frequency hi)
Expected claim
Fiate
E&&L:

Characterization

of a Line of Business (Figures in MCHF)

By just noting the basic relationships
(4
(b)
(cl

Earned Premium
1 + Profit Loading
Loss Portfolio Mean = Technical Premium +
Pricing Rate * Average Reserve
Loss Portfolio Mean
Claims Frequency =
Average Sum Assured

Technical

Premium

=

we can then derive a simple consistency test for any stochastic model of such a line of
business. This consistency test states conditions for the expected claims frequency E[k] = n ,
the expected claims severity E[Z] = m, the loss portfolio mean E[X] = nm and the
corresponding technical or risk premium P . The distribution of the sum assured states a
further condition to be satisfied by some percentile of the claims severity distribution S,(z)
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(these conditions can indeed be used to fit a claims severity distribution,
Pareto type, see further below).

for example of the

Moreover, any stochastic model of a line of business probably has the following
structure:

standard

k(l)
X(t) = xZi(t),
Zi(t) iid. Z(t)
isI
denote the compound (mixed) Poisson aggregate claim amount in time period [t - 1,t] of a
line of business (and, more generally, any risk portfolio). Furthermore, let S,(z) =Sg’(z) and
F,(x) = F:‘(x)
f,(x)=

be the corresponding

dF,o
dx

distribution

functions

and s,(z) E d%(z)
dz

the associated densities. We interpret the random variable X(t)

and

to denote

claims incurred in time period [t - 1,t].

(2)

In a first approximation,

we assume a Pareto severity distribution

(PO)

, z>D,.
The shape parameter

a, controls how heavy the tail of the distribution is
Pareto

Distribution

1 0000
0.9000
0 6000
0 7000
g

0.6000
0 5000

= 0.5
= 1.0

The Pareto Shape Parameter ~1, (D, = 0, p, = 1)
while the parameter p, influences the left-hand range of the distribution
its tail for z >> /3,
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and does not change

Pareto

Distribution

:-Beta

EigL;Lh:

= 2 0

d-Beta

= 3.0

The Pareto Parameter 0, ( D, = 0, a, = 1)

and the parameter D, defines the treshold of the distribution,
only considered for z 1 D,
Pareto

i.e., the Pareto distribution

Distribution

0 9000
0 8000
0 7000
0 5000
0 ml70
0 4000
0 3000
0 2000
0 1000
0 0000

Eig,&:

The Pareto Threshold Parameter D, (a, = 1, p, = 1)

The moments of the Pareto distribution are

(a)

= ro

-Beta

m,-mg)=E[Z(t)]=+j+,

I

a,>1

(b)

(mean)
(standard deviation)
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is

Cc)

y, E&!‘Z2--

a+1
cr-2
-J--,
a,-3 i-- a,

(skewness)

IX,>3

while the limited expected value (LEV) function
L,(M)~L~‘(M)=E[min{M,Z(t)}]=

(4

is

jzdS,(z)+~[~-S,(M)]
-..

a,D, +P, -(M+P,)
=

, M>D,.

a, -1
Pareto

Mean

6.0000
6.0000
4 0000

TheParetoMean rng’ ( D, = 0)
Pareto

Standard

Deviation

6 0000
.i

6.0000

1
dE

5.0000
4 OOCQ

% 3.0000
sv)

E&32:

20000

The ParetoStandardDeviationCT’,”(D, = 0)
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I

Pareto

Skewness

Alpha

The Pareto Skewness yg’ (D, = 0)
Pareto

LEV

Function

1 2000
1 0000
i% 0 6000
i

06000

-Alpha

= 2 25

-,%-Alpha

= 3.25

0.4000
0 2000
0.0000

The Pareto LEV function D;‘(M)
While the Pareto distribution is a simple
at the very heart of any capital at risk
calculation (which is our main task in
reinsurance and one of the main topics of

(D, = 0, p, = 1)

and convenient model for claims severity, note that
(or risk based capital, or risk adjusted capital)
the quantification of the economic rationale for
this document) is the notion of an extretnal event.

According to overwhelming theoretical and empirical evidence, extreme value theory (NT)
is a much more suitable, however a little bit more complex, actuarial framework for
modelling extremal events (i.e., the tails of loss severity distributions). The implications on
both the actual results (risk capital estimates, quantize estimates, etc.) and their stability
(and reliability and trustworthiness) are profound. Therefore, we have also implemented
our stochastic models in an EVT framework, see further below. The above chosen simple
Pareto distribution is with the “right” choice of parameters usually a reasonably good
approximation to the EVT distribution of the generalized Pareto (GPD) type.
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If B(t) denotespremiurn earned in time period [t - I, t], B’(t) premium written and
(3)
X’(t) claims paid, respectively, and furthermore V(t) unearned premium reserves at time
t and C(t) outstanding claims reserves at time t , then the relationships
V(t)=V(t-I)+B’(t)-B(t)
and C(t) =C(t-1)+X(t)-X’(t)
hold and
T(t)=V(t)+C(t)
are the technical reserves at time t
(4)

Following

standard actuarial tradition, we also assume
B(t)=[l+k(t)]P(t)+E(t)
with P(t)=E[X(t)]-i(t)R(t)

the technical or risk premium in time period [t - 1,t], h(t) the profit loading coefficient,
E(t) the expense amount (e.g., operating expenses, taxes, dividends, etc.), i(t) the pricing
rate and R(t) > T(t) the total reserves, respectively.
Total

Technical

Reserves

Reserves

[R(t)]

[T(t)]

- Unearned Premium Reserves [V(t)]
- Outstanding Claims Reserves [C(t)]

Eips:

Total Reserves

Standard actuarial methods and stututory minimum solvency margins determine technical
reserves and minimum required capital for a line of business. The determination of the
corresponding risk reserves (on top of the minimum required capital) is an important topic
addressed in this note however, see further below.
Note that when we consider the stochastic evolution of the above quantities over just one time
period, we usually drop the time index t in order to make our notation simpler.
1. Estimation

of Claims Severity: The Classical Approach

There are Tao clossicul actuarial techniques of estimating claims severity:
Direct numerical estimation of the Pareto parameters D, a, 0 from the above
(0
market data characterizing a line of business by using EXCEL’s solver routine and the
simple consistency test derived from the market information provided. For our three example
lines of insurance or reinsurance business A, B and C, the procedure works as follows (the
systemic riskpurt has to do withparumeter uncertainty inherent in ourfrequency estimates
derived from the provided market data and is explained further below):
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Lines

of Business

3escription
Earned
Premium

(Br)

Sum Assured
Vumber
of Policies
r\verage
Sum Assured
3istribution
of Sum Assured
Average
Reserve
(RI)
oricing
Profit

Rate

(ii)

Loading

Consistency

1500.00
1000.00
1.50
6.91
1200.00
1 .OO%

(LambdaJ
Test

Technical

(XI)

Claims

Frequency

Claims

Severity

Systemic
Severity

Risk

(qi)

Distribution

(Pareto)

Premium

Portfolio

Claims
Portfolio

Expected
Mean
Std
Mean
Std
Mean
Std
Skew
Mean
Std
Alpha
Beta
D
M
L(M)
2
S(z)

Mean

(Pi)

120.001

20.00%1
’

91.671

2000.00
1500.00
1.33
6.00
1500.00
1 .OO%
25.00%
144.00

(E(XJ)

Frequency

(ni)

Claims

Rate

Percentile

F&&i:

1 .OO%

25.00%1
Loss

-0ss

770.00
300.00
2.57
6.00
1000.00

99.000,

Direct Numerical Estimation of Pareto Parameters

Note that in this example the distribution of the sum assured equals the 991h percentile of the
Pareto claims severity distribution and D 2 0, a > 3, fl> 0 are additional conditions.
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Once the claims severity distributions of our example lines of business are determined, a
provision for Ihe parameter uncertainly inherent in the corresponding claims frequency
estimates has been made (for more details, see further below) and correlations
Correlation

Structure
Line 1

Variancekovariance

Line 2

1162.15

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

0.20
0.10

Line 3
0.10
0.30
1896.19

Matrix
Line 1
1350587.62
91266.27

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

E&&:

0.20
392.66
0.30

220364.90

Correlation Structure for the Example Lines of Business
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Line 2

Line 3

91266.27
154183.49
223368.14

220364.90
223368.14
3595522.96

between the lines of business specified, the total book of business
Total

Book

by:

of Business

Earned
Premium
(6)
Technical
Premium
(P)
Profit Loading
(Lambda)
Loss Portfolio
(X)

&Al):

is characterized

440.00
355.67
23.71%
392.67
2464.01

Mean
Std

Total Book of Business (Example Lines of Business A, B and C)

If enough individual claims data per line of business is available, then maximum
(2)
likelihood estimation (MLE) and the corresponding Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) goodnessof-@ test can be applied to get the associated optimal Pareto parameters D, a, p. This is the
standard technique implemented in well-known statistical software packages like BestFit. To
illustrate the procedure, we look at a US accident & health book of business (in 1996 USD):

83
84
a5
86
07
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

1
4
12
14
I5
20
20
21
19
I.3
7
2

Total
M can
S ld

Ej&k

Claims Frequency of a US Accident & Health Book of Business
Comparison

EigJ!X

153
12.75
7 .4 5

of Input

Distribution

and

Pareto(0.45,3.22e+4)

Claims Severity of a US Accident & Health Book of Business (BestFit)
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Difference

Between

Input

Distribution

P-P Comparison

Between
Input
Pareto(0.45,3.22e+4)

Q-Q Comparison

Between
Input
Pareto(0.45.3.22e+4)

PC&O

Eig.&

and

Statistics of the MLE Fit (BestFit)
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Pareto(O.45.3.22ec4)

Distribution

Distribution

and

and

Note that we set p = 0 as we are only interested in the tail of the severity distribution. BestFit
then determines D = 32200, a = 0.45. The resulting Q-Q plot tells us that the fitted Pareto
distribution has a heavier tail than the input distribution (claims data) while the difference (in
excess of USD IM) and the P-P plot seem to be all right. This leads us to the idea of
repeating the above procedure, but this time only considering accident & health claims in
excess of USD 1M (i.e., only 12 claims instead of 153):
Comparison

Difference

of Input

Between

P-P Comparison

Input

Distribution

Distribution

Between
Pareto(2.04.1

and

and

ParetaQ.M.l

.l le+6)

Pareto(2.M

Input Distribution
.l le+6)

I. 11 e+6)

and

Q-Q

Ej&!&

Comparison

Behnleen
Pareto(2.M.

and

Claims Severity in Excess of USD 1M (BestFit)

Note the big difference in the Pareto
D = 1110000, a = 2.04, and the corresponding
function
in excess of USD 1.1 1M:

r

&&:

Input Distribution
1. I I ew5)

shape and threshold parameters,
now
change in the limited expected value (LEV)

LEV Function

Change in the LEV Function in Excess of USD 1.1 1M

The Q-Q plot seems to have improved while the other plots are still all right. We could
try to further improve the fit by using a more sophisticated KS optimization routine
parameter estimation technique based on the limited expected value (L&V) comparison
(for details, see further below). Instead, we are going to ask ourselves the following
fun&mental
questions:

(a)

now
or a
test
more

What kind of distribution(s) do claims in excess of some threshold have?
How arbitrary is our above choice of the Pareto distribution? Is there a unique class of
severity distributions for such claims?
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(b)

Is there a way of estimating the parameters of such a claims severity distribution in a
“stable” way given the fact that our information about claims is usually incomplete
(i.e., claims data might be missing) and, what is even worse, to a certain extent
incorrect (i.e., claims data might have been changed during the reporting process, for
instance because of typing errors, etc.)? What about parameter uncertainty in both
claims severity and claims frequency? What about cycles and trends (i.e., variations in
risk propensity) in claims experience?

(cl

How can such a sophisticated claims modelling methodology be implemented so that
it is useful in practical applications (e.g., in the development and successful marketing
of new value proposition based reinsurance solutions)?

2. Estimation

of Claims Severity: Extreme Value Techniques

The above fundamental questions of insurance and reinsurance claims modelling can be
discussed and answered very precisely in the general framework of extreme value theory
(EVT):
As noted above, chums histories might be incomplete, e.g., in the case where only
losses in excess of a so-called displacement 6 > 0 are reported. Let therefore (Y) be an Cd.

(1)

sequence of ground-up
M<zlQ

and X=iZi

targetlayer

Mlz<Q

losses, (Zi)

be the associated loss amounts in the target layer

th e corresponding aggregate loss. Similarly, let (gi), $ = Yi l,,, ,
i=l
be the losses greater than the displacement 6, (si) be the associated loss amounts in the
and %!=ia,,

$=il,

i=l

+s , the corresponding aggregate loss amount.
i=l

Some quite elementary mathematical considerations then show that
Fx E Fi
holds for the aggregate loss distributions, provided that 6 < M .
The peaks-over-thresholds
model (Pickands-Balkema-de
Haan theorem) on the
other hand says that the exceedunces ofa high threshold t < M are approximately Gg.r.o(~)
distributed, where G<.,.,(z) is the ge neralized Pareto distribution with shape 5, location
t=p andscale 0>0.

m

The threshold t < M is chosen in such a way that in a neighbourhood of t the ML&
(3)
estimate of 5 (and therefore the limited expected value function and the associated
insurance or reinsurance treaty premium) remains reasonably stable.
(4)

The generalized

Pareto distribution

(GPD) is defined by
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where z 1 f.t for 5 2 0 and p I z S F-O
distribution

5

for 5 < 0. Compare this with the ordinary Pareto

(PO) defined above:
, zlD.

Reinsurance policies are often on a multiple year basis, some of them with a built-in
(5)
minimum guaranteed performance (e.g., with an embedded option on some financial
markets variable). Assuming relative constancy of the underlying risk distribution and
exposure base for a particular line of insurance or reinsurance business is consequently too
simplistic an approach. In order to capture the risk dynamics of (I policy or line /book of
business, a sequence of standardized and adjusted loss scenarios should be developed for
the corresponding policy term or the duration (for details, see futher below) of the line /
book of business under consideration. Five kinds of general thrent scenarios following such
a schedule should be developed in principle:
adjustment scenarios showing the effects of an increase in claims adjustment
factors or an adverse development in the financial markets variables to which
a policy or line / book of business is linked;
frequency scenarios showing the effects of a higher claims frequency;
severity scenarios showing the effects of a higher claims severity;
batch scenarios showing the effects of claims series;
MPL scenurios showing the effects of an extremely adverse maximum
potential loss (MPL) estimate.
Bootstrapping is the applied statistical I actuarial methodology. However, according to the
authors’ experience in the application of extreme value techniques, under normal
circumstances only an adjustment scenario has to be explicitly considered. The other
scenarios just introduce additional parameter uncertainty into the original historical loss
information and can therefore be replaced by a simulation approach (for details, see further
below) to calculating aggregate loss distributions that allows for (e.g., normally distributed)
parameter uncertainty. For example, consider the shape parameter 5 of the generalized Pareto
(GPD) distribution and assume that the extreme value techniques estimate of 5 is 5,. We
assume then that 5 = C(O) is II normally distributed random variable with mean 5, such
that
Pr ob{0.75&, I E,< 1.2%,,} 2 0.95
and say that the shape parameter uncertainty is 25% at the 9yh percentile. The same
approach is taken to model parameter uncertainty in the (Poisson) frequency parameter n and
the other (GPD) severity parameters p and 0.
We have implemented a number of tools that make the above outlined extreme value
(6)
theory approach to claims modelling directly applicable in practice. These tools are available
in the form of a corresponding extreme value techniques toolbox (EVT) for insurance and
reinsurunce applications that runs under Windows 3.1,95, NT 3.51 and NT 4.0:
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* Claims

Oaia Analysis
- Frequency
Statistics
- Severity
Statistics
’ Excess-o/-Loss
Claims
Modetlino
_ Pareto (PO)
. Generalized
Pareto IGPDI
‘Advanced
Scenario
Techniqub
. Parameter
Uncertamly
. Simulalion

I

I

_ Extreme
Value Theory (EVT)
- Increased
Limits Factors (ILF)
. Coverage
Futures and Options
* Risk-•diurtad
Caoltal
IRACI
- Cslculdtion
.
’
_ Optimization
* Value Proposltlon
(VP)
. Optimal
Coverags
Slruclurss
_ Value Guanliliealion

Extreme Value Techniques Toolbox (EVT)
Extreme value techniques have within Swiss Re so far been applied very successfully in the
development of Swiss Re’s recently launched “Beta” program for high-excess property and
casualty layers and for the development of advanced value proposition based reinsurance
solutions to asset / liability management problems of pension funds (see further below for
an example).
Using this toolbox for an analysis of our above US accident & health book of business
(7)
yields the following interesting results which conclude this paragraph on extreme value
techniques (see also the references section of this document):
(4

The Q-QpZot of the claims data indicates a Pareto distribution (concave shape).
Visual inspection of the shape by thresholdplot indicates a choice of threshold
p,, = 0.22M with a corresponding interval [po-O.lOM,p,
+O.lOM] of stability. Note
that lt,, could have been chosen anywhere within the above interval of stability and
that we assume a parameter uncertainty of 25% at the 95” percentile in the sequel.

(b)

With this choice of threshold, the corresponding optimal generalized Pareto
distribution is characterized by a shape 5, = 0.65 and a scale CT,,= 1.55M (aguin,
parameter uncertainly of 25% at the 9fhpercentile is assumed). Note the close
match of the approximating Pareto distribution with parameters D = 0.22M.
a = 1.49, p = 0. The extreme value techniques toolbox also contains a sophisticated
KS optimizer that could at this stage be used to further improve the estimates for both
the GPD and PD shape parameters. This is however only necessary in a case where
really sophisticated coverage structures are considered or very tight pricing is
required.

(cl

The most important goodness-of-fit test (that we always use) is the limited expected
value (LEV) comparison test which is also supported (for both the generalized Pareto
distribution and the ordinary Pareto distribution) by the extreme value techniques
toolbox. It works as outlined below.
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Consider the following quantities and basic relationships:

(0

Empirical

(ii)

E,(d) =-!-!-min(zi,d)
,-I
Limited Expected Value Fun&ion

(iii)

Limited Expected V&e

Function

for Sample z, , .., Z, ,.. ,z,

E[Z:d]=jzsz(z)dz+d[l-S,(d)]
0
Empirical Mean Residual Life (= Sample Mean Excess) Function
for Sample 2 ,,.., zi ,.., z,
2 max(z, -d,O)
e (d) = ‘=’

(iv)

Mean Residual fife junction

“‘d’

e(d)=EIZ-dlZ>d]=/(z-d)Pro~(zz)rdIdz
d

j[l-SAz$z
69

= d 1-S (d) , provided that !i,T{(d-z)[l-S,(z)]}=0
z
Loss Elimination Ratio
E[Z;d]
L(d) = EIZ1

04

Excess Ratio for Retention
44
R(d) = E[Z~

(vii)

Basic Relationships
E[Z] = E[Z;d]+e(d)[l-S,(d)]
L(d)+R(d)[l-S,(d)]=

I

Then:
(viii)

Limited Expected Value Comparison

Test for Sample z, ,.., z, ,.. , z,

E[Z;zi]-E,(Zi)
E[ZZi]
Size

01 Loss
YUSD

lGP0
LEV
IComparison

Test
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IPD LEV
[Comparison

Test

Data : Shape by Threshold

QQPlot

0.032;1).1630 0.2000 0.2440 0.3030 0.4150 0.7750
IIIIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111~
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;...-..,--.,
:.:; ,,:‘...
..,--;__....
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:..:
,:’.’
,:’ ___,____._.
._.I
....._,,,
..__
,:’
‘.,,,., i
‘.,.‘..I i
,:’
’.,, :
‘.:
“y
1~,I~IIII!ll,,IIII,

1

2
ordered

Eigsit:

,,,,,,,,,,,

153139124110

3

Dde

9566766757493629i9
Nmbarofexcredmc~s

Q-Q Plot and GPD Shape by Threshold Plot
Data : GPD Fit to 98 exceedances

0.5

lwshdd=OZ2

Eigsh:

1.0

x (on kq de)
shape=0652
SC&=0.155

5.0

bcdim=(

Optimal GPD (Solid Line) and PD (Dotted Line) Fit
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LEV Comparison

&.&:

Test

LEV Comparison Test (GPD: Solid Line, PD: Dotted Line)

Having determined the frequency and severity parameters of the US accident & health book
of business under consideration together with the associated parameter uncertainty, we can
now use the extreme value techniques toolbox for a detailed analysis of the underwriting
risks involved on a one year or a multiple year basis (in our example below, we consider the
one year aggregate loss distribution for 1996 together with the associated risk landscapes
below and above a sequence of attachment points ranging from USD IM to 1OOM). Note thou
the results of such an analysis do not any longer depend on the chosen severity distribution
(there is only one: GPD) nor do they change very much as a function of the chosen
parameters as we have incorporated parameter unceminty (of 25%) into the calcutions.

1 Year Aggregate

Loss Distribution

1I

Percentile

Eig.Jjh:

Aggregate Loss Distribution

for 1996 (GPD; Mean = lOM, Std = 29M)
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Distribution

Below Attachment

Point

Percentile

Attachment
(MUSD)

Point

Distribution

Above Attachment

Point

9150%
.OO% Pementile

Attachment

Point

(MUSD)

E&J!&:

Associated Risk Landscapes (GPD)

3. Estimation

of Claim

Frequency, Variations

of Riik Propensity

A more traditional actuarial methodology used for modelling frequency parameter uncertainty
as well as variations of risk propensity due to cycles and trends in a line / book of business is
the mixing variable technique. We assume that the frequency parameter k is conditionally
Poisson distributed, i.e.,
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where the mixing variable q is H(q) distributed3 with E[q] = I,

i.e.,

I

pi.Prob{k=i}=E[pi(q)]=]e-‘FdH(q).
0
H(q) is called a structure function and has various other applications
theory, for instance in credibility and rate-making.

in collective

risk

Let now:
(a)

n=E[k]

and m=E[Z]

(b)

a, = E[z*] = ai + E[Z]* and r2 = -$

Then:

(4

E[X] =‘nm

(aggregate mean)
(standard deviation)
(coefficient of variation)

(0

P=E[X]-iR=nm-iR

(techniculpremium)

(recall that i is the pricing rafe and R the totul reserves for line / book of business X ). The
first term inside the square root in (e) above (coefficient of variation) arises from the
compound Poisson fluctuation, whereas the second term introduces the additional effect of
the mixing variable q (parameter uncertainty, variations of risk propensity, etc.). The former
decreases when the volume parameter n increases but the latter is independent of n. This
implies that in small risk collectives the pure Poisson random variation, together with the
random variation of the individual claim sizes, has a more significant effect on the
fluctuation of the aggregate claims amount, whereas in large risk collectives the effect of
the mixing variable q predominates.
Note that we also use this simple technique to model parameter uncertainty, variations of risk
propensity, etc. across the asset/liability
boundary (for details, see further below). In fact, it
is this methodology that provides a simple but consistent framework for a state-of-the-art
asset/liability
management (ALM) concept.
4. The Effect of Reinsurance Arrangements:

Quota Share Reinsurance

Having adequately covered the important subject of modelling claims portfolios, we now turn
our attention to the most important reinsurunce arrangements.

‘Notethat

F x (x) = Prob
E[Xl
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Quota share reinsurance is the simplest of all reinsurance arrangements in which the
reinsurer simply pays a fixed share of all claims occurring under a given reinsurance treaty or
in a given line I book of business.

X be a given claims portfolio
r be the cedent’s quota share
Then (with the same notation as above):

(cl

EFd(r) = nmr

(aggregate mean)

Cd)

bkd(r) =

(standard deviution)

na2r2 +ETd(r)*c$

characterize the cedent’s risk portfolio and
(e)

El;(r) = nm(l-r)

(9

o:(r)

=

(aggregate mean)

na,(l-r)*

characterize the reinsurer’s

+Ez(r)*c$

(standard deviation)

riskportfolio.

5. The Effect of Reinsurance

Arrangements:

Surplus Reinsurance

Surplus reinsurunce works in a way similar to quota share reinsurance with the difference
however that the cedent retains all losses below a specified retention. Above this retention,
the cedent’s quota share is
Retention
Upper Claims Limit .
Let therefore:
(4
(b)

Q be the upper claims limit (e.g., maximum potential loss, MPL)
M be the cedent’s retention, M 5 Q

Then (similar to above):
L(z) : Limited Expected Value Function
(see also below)
is the ceder&s quota share and

(4

E?(r)

= nmr

03

oyd (r) = Jm

characterize the cedent’s risk portfolio

(aggregate mean)
(stindard deviation)
whereas
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1

(9

E:(r) = nm(l-r)

(g)

o:(r)

=

(aggregate mean)

na,(l-r)*

(standard deviation)

+El;(r)*o:

characterize the reinsurer’s risk portfolio.
6. The Effect of Reinsurance

Arrangements:

Stop Loss Reinsurance

In stop loss reinsurance, the reinsurer pays all claims in a specified layer M 2 z I Q.
Sometimes, aggregate limits are also defined. Crucial in our considerations concerning stop
loss reinsurance is the limited expected value function
L(M)iLz(M)=E[min(M,Z)]=

jzdS,(z)+M[l-S,(M)]

where for simplicity of presentation, we assume an ordinary Pareto distribution

(4
(b)

(4

(PO), i.e.,

, z>D
rn=-,a>l
a-l

L(M)=uD+P-(M+B)[l-S(M)l,

M2D

a-l

Let furthermore:

(4
(9

Q be the upper claims limit
M be the retention (i.e., we consider the layer Q - M xs M )

Then:

(g)

m,,,(M)

= E[min(M,Z)]=

a;‘ti”(M)=E[min(M,Z)2]=

L(M)
jz’dS(z)+M*[I-S(M)]
-P’

= -2pa(D+P)-(M+B,[1-S(M)]
a-l

(h)

(0

EFtin(M)

+a(D+p)‘-2(M+P)*[l-S(M)]
a-2
= nE[min(M,Z)] = rim,,,,(M)

(i)

o;‘““(M)

= ,/na;‘ti”(M)+

E;‘tin(M)2~i
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= nL(M)

(aggregate mean)
(standard deviation)

characterize the claims portfolio

z I M , whereas

(k)

ncxcu,(M) = nProb{Z>

M} = “[l-S(M)]

(1)

m,,,(M)=E[Z-M]Z>M]=

Cm>

af”“(M)=E[(Z-M)*]Z>M]=

0-4

E?(M)

= n,,(M)m,,,(M)

(0)

o:-(M)

= ,/n,,,(M)af”(M)+E;;“s(M)2cr:

~~~~~

characterize the claims portfolio

a2-a2

= “[m-L(M)]

a2 W.Q) =
E;(M,Q)

(4)
(r)

(standard deviation)

04 - 2M[UQ) - L(M)]
l-S(M)

= nE[min(Q-M,max(Z-M,O))]
= “[L(Q) - L(M)] = n,,(M)

G(MQ)

(uggregute mean)

z > M and

a;idi”“(Q) _ a ;idi”
(P)

“““(M)-2M[m-L(M)]
l-S(M)

(aggregate mean)
“p-‘~(~~’

=J”-(M)a,(M,Q)+EI;(M.Q)*~~

characterize the reinsurer’s

risk portfolio

(stundurd deviation)

M I zI Q_

We have implemented all the above mentioned forms of reinsurance as part of the extreme
value techniques toolbox:

EigJl:

Reinsurance Templates Implemented (Underlying: Line of Business A)

The toolbox also handles fur more complicated reinsurunce arrangements and allows its
user to optimize coverage structures according to the individual needs of a speci$c client.
Indeed, according to Swiss Re’s main value proposition argument, optimal layers of
reinsurance coverage are characterized by efficiency and cost transparency, a high degree of
structural flexibility to optimally fit clients’ asset / liability management (ALM) needs,
significant capacity, long-term stability (A.44 capacity) and high financial security [AAA
capital base). Furthermore, Swiss Re ‘s value proposition based risk transfer products may
also include sophisticated financial markets components (balance sheet protection; for an
example, see further below).
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An Insurance / Reinsurance Company
On the compony level, we start our analysis by considering the solvency margin or risk
reseme at a given time t ,
U(t) = A(t) - L(t),
where A(t) is the value of assets at time t and
L(t)=T(t)+L,(t)=V(t)+C(t)+L,(t)
are totul liabilities (excluding liabilities to shareholders) at time t with L,(t) liabilities
other than technical reserves (e.g., sundry creditors, amounts due to reinsurers, etc.).
Whereas liabilities have been considered in some detail in the previous section, the transition
equationfor the ussets is
A(t)=A(t-l)+U,,(t)+W,,(t)+B’(t)+J(t)-X’(t)-E(t)
with U,,(t)
the new equity cupitul issued in time period [t - 1,t], W,,(t)
the new debt
capital issued and any other new borrowings and J(t) the total investment income (e.g.,
capital gains /losses, interest, dividends, rental income, etc.), respectively.
A basic convention used in this technical note is that assets and liabilities of an insurance
or reinsurance company are not treated separately, i.e., for both the same consistent
methodological framework is used
In such a framework, insurers and reinsurers hold reserves to meet expected future
and as a buffer against unexpectedpoor experience.
Total

v:

Reserves

claims

[R(t)]

Total Reserves

The assets backing these reserves yield investment returns, plus an extra profit from insurance
or reinsurance operations.
1. Capital at Risk
As noted in the previous section, standard actuarial methods and statutory minimum
solvency margins determine technical reserves and minimum required capital for an
insurance or reinsurance company. The determination of the corresponding risk reserves (on
top of the minimum required capital) is an important topic addressed in this paragraph.
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These additional
based capital.

risk reserves are also called capital at risk, risk adjusted capitul or risk

Let now
U=U,+(l+1I)P+J-X,

P=E[X]-tiiRi
i=l

be the solvency margin of an insurance or reinsurance company with N lines of business
after one (arbitrary) time period. Here, we have dropped the time index for simplicity of
notation, furthermore Ri is the reserve of line of business i and ii the corresponding pricing
rate (see the previous section). Depending on whether we consider an insurer or a reinsurer,
the riskportfolio
X is characterized by

E[XI=E~(..,M,,Qi,ri,..)
o[Xl=or(..,Mi,Qi,ri,..)
or by

o[XI=o~(..,Mi,Qi,ri,..)
determined by the reinsurunce arrangements in force (see the previous
with ..,M,,Q,,r,,..
section for details; for illustration purposes, we consider again the example lines of business
A, B and C introduced there).
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The Risk Portfolio of an Insurer (Surplus Reinsurance for L.oB A, B and C)

Given a ruin probability

E > 0, we then define the corresponding capital at risk U, such that

Prob{U-U,
2-U,}=l-E.
U, is the minimum required capital for the time period under consideration (e.g., in the case
of Swiss Re it would be the capital required for a BBB rating by S&P). If we now consider
the variable
Y=X-J,
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then the extreme value techniques toolbox determines the value Y, such that
F,(Y,)=Prob{YIY,}=l-E
(see the previous section for details) and we have
u, =Y,-(l+h)P.
Very often however, it is useful to have an analytic expression for the capital at risk as a
function of the reinsurance arrangements in force and the asset / liability management
strategy followed by an insurance or reinsurance company. In order to be able to derive such
analytics, some approximation of the distribution function F,(Y) is usually considered. Here
is how a corresponding NP-approximation
Y-E[Y]
F,(Y)=N(y)-=
y+$(y’-I),
Y>E[Y]
QY

(that accounts for skewness) of the above general capital at risk formula works (alternatives
would be the Haldane approach or the WI&formula which are slightly more complicated,
however).

Let:
(a)
(b)
(4

y, be such that with the standard normal distribution function N(y,) = 1 -E
n = E[k]
m=-= E[Yl
n

E[Xl-

E[Jl
n
(coemient

(upperbound,

(e)

of variution)

Q=ma~{..,Qi...})

Then:
2
‘209

(0

YY=n

++3-+y,cr:
n

(skewness)

3
i

(g)

L+,:
( n
1
U, =E[Y]+o,y,--(I+li)P+R,

(capital at risk)

(h)

R, =y(yt-1)

(correction term for skewness)

Note that we have assumed Y to be of the compound mixed Poisson type with the
associated mean frequency determined by X except for parameter uncertainty. The mixing
variable q then models parameter uncertainty, variations of risk propensity, etc. across the
asset / liability boundary at the overall risk portfolio levek Capital at risk is always
determined at the overall risk portfolio (i.e., total book of business) level, in our example:
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Rbk
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Fie.:
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266.25

The Capital at Risk of an Insurer (Surplus Reinsurance for LDB A, B and C)
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Fig.:

Underlying Asset Correlation Structure

The important question of how to allocate the determined overall capital at risk to the
individual lines of business (e.g., for performance measurement purposes) or even to
individual insurance or reinsurance policies (e.g., for pricing purposes) is discussed in
some detail further below.
As can be seen from our simple example above, insurers and reinsurers typically hold high
levels of total reserves. Investment income is consequently a very important element of
insurance and reinsurance profits and even a small change in the return made on the
assets backing a (re)insurer’s total reserves has a substantial impact on the (re)insurer’s
profitability. Return on capital employed K(t), where
K(t)=R(t)-T(t),
i.e.. capital employed equals total reserves minus technical reserves, falls as the level of
capital increases. However, an insurer’s or reinsurer’s security increases with its
capitalization. Efficient capital (i-e., asset / liability) management is therefore critical to
balance the various pressures on cap&Z from shareholders and regulators as well as
financial and insurance and reinsurance markets.
2. Asset / Liability

Management

As stated above, insurance and reinsurance companies invest large funds (i.e., their total
reserves) in order to satisfy future liabilities resulting from the various contractual obligations
entered into with their clients.
Bonds have cashflow characteristics that make them very attractive investments for these
purposes (in our example, 80% of funds are invested in bonds). By monitoring credit risk and
call ‘risk and adequately diversifying a bond portfolio by type of issuer, a (re)insurer can
expect its promised cashflows with a high degree of certainty.
The sources of return from investing in a bond are its coupon payments, the interest on these
payments and potential capital gains over the investment horizon. Holding aside credit risk
and embedded options, there are therefore three components to evaluating the
attractiveness of a bond: yield, duration and convexity. If the bonds price is P and its
cashflows are c ,I.., c ,,,., cT (where T is the maturity period), then its yield to maturity
(ITMJ y is defined by the equation
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Given an investment horizon H, a realized end price PH of the bond and a set of
reinvestment rates r*,.., r, ,.., rH , the bonds realized compound yield (RCY) Y is defined by
the equation
H-l

P(l+Y)H

Bond portfolio
bond swaps in
period. There
swaps, interest

=P,+c,+Cc,(l+r,+,)..(l+r,)
111
managers typically use these simple yield measures as a basis for undertaking
order to enhance the performance of their bond portfolio over some investment
are five basic types of bond swaps: pure yield pickup swaps, substitution
rate anticipation swaps, intermarket spread swaps and tax swaps.

A rate anticipation swap involves the bond portfolio manager’s expectations about future
interest rate movements and the idea is to position the bond portfolio on the basis of its
interest rate sensitivity (duration) to take advantage of anticipated shifts in market interest
rates: if rates are expected to fall, the portfolio’s duration is increased; if rates are expected to
rise, high duration bonds in the portfolio are swapped for lower duration bonds in the market.
The Macaulay duration D of a bond is
$&

DsD~=

P

and the relationship
$=mD”’
l+Y
shows that Macaulay duration is indeed a measure. of its first order interest rate exposure.
This equation also explains the above mentioned simple bond portfolio optimization strategy.
Convex@, the bonds second order interest rate sensitivity, is
T (t+l)tc,
c
c-c,
=$L=
[=I (l+y)i
Wl+ Y)
and the relationship
$=-D$+CAy’
shows that a high convexity bond outperforms a bond with the same yield and duration
characteristics but lower convexity in all conceivable interest rate scenarios. Generally,
therefore, high convexity bonds offer lower yields, that is, the market prices convexity. This
yield discount can be substantial in times of high anticipated interest rate volatility. The
modified duration
D=D/(l+y)
and the convexity C of a bond portfolio are value-weighted averages of the respective
component quantities, i.e.,
1 dP,
x,P,(-L~)+x,P*(--)
1
d(x,P, + xJ’z)
P, dy
Pz dy
dy
=
Xl& + x$2
XlP, + xzp*
This fact is the basis for another class of simple bond portfolio optimization strategies the
objective of which is to improve portfolio performance (RCY) while keeping interest rate
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exposure (duration and convexity) at the same level. These so called duration-equivalent
portfolio swaps typically replace a bond currently held (bullet) with a synthetic security
(barbell) consisting of two bonds in amounts x, , x1 chosen according to the equation system
x,P,B, + x,P*B, =B
x,p,c, + x*P,c, =c
x,p, + x*p*
@I + xP2
and work well under parallel shifts of the current term structure of interest rates.
Duration adjustments of bond portfolios are usually carried out by using bond futures
contracts instead of the bonds themselves. The futures price F [where S < T is the contract
maturity period] is related to the bond’s spotprice P via the equation
(I$
= p-$i$y
from which the contract’s modified duration and convexity can immediately be calculated,
i.e.,
&-&
p(l+Y)

fiF=-LdF=
F dy
,-&

1 d2F
c,=----

2F dy’ -

P
s (t+l)tc,
c
C, _ ,=I (l+y):
=V+y)
,-i&

s
-I+y

+ (S- 1)s
2(1+yY’

P
The futures position x is then chosen according to the equation system
xFi3, +vJ?,
xFC, + V,C,
=fi
=c
xF+v,
xF+V,
where V, , fi, and C, are the bond portfolio value, modified duration and convexity.
The ‘same
stocks; in
allocation
according

technique can also be used by managers of mixed asset portfolios (bonds and
our example above, 10% of funds are held in stocks) to change their optimal asset
on a duration-equivalent basis. The bond futures position x is in this case chosen
to the equation system
xF& + yb,
xFC, + V,C,
=6,=B,
=c,
v,
VT
where V,, V,, fir, 6,. C, and C, are the initial and target bond portfolio values, modified
durations and convexities.

Efficient duration adjustment techniques are very important for insurers and reinsurers
because of regulatory requirements to match the durations of assets and liabilities to a
certain extent. The above outlined simple methods are readily applicable for this purpose if
we write a insurer’s or reinsurer’s total liabilities as a sum of discounted future cashflows,
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L(t) = fe-6(t+At,X8+A’+(t + Ati),
id
with M, Ati, c(t + Ati) and S(t + Ati) random variables. Using this approach, we can then
define the (stochastic) duration
$(t
D(t) = DL(t) = i=’

+Ati)e-6’“A’,X”~1’c(t

+ Ati)

L(t)
of (I (re)insurer’s risk portfolio. Note that the asset yield y is of course a component of the
stochastic liability discount rate 6(t + Ati) . Using the extreme value techniques toolbox, loss
event scenario contingent values of L(t) and D(t) curt readily be determined (see the
previous section for details) and a corresponding match
A(t) = L(t)
D,(t) = D‘(t)
easiZy and efficiently effected with bond futures. Note in this context also that the
(stochastic) convexity of a (re)insurer’s risk portfolio is
1 a2L(t)

c(t) = c,(t) = --

2w

JY2

(with the partial derivative taken pathwise).
Unlike the simple swap strategies described so far, structured bond portfolio management
strutegies do not rely on expectations of interest rate movements or changes in yield spread
relationships. Instead, the objective is to design a portfolio tti
will achieve the
performance of some predetermined benchmark (indexing) or finance a single future
liability (immunization)
or an entire future liability stream (cashjlow matching). If
P; ,. ., PT ,.. ,P,!, and Pp... , Pp ,.., Pi are the asked and the bid prices, respectively, of the bonds
currently available in a specific bond market and if c~,..,c~,..,c~ [where H 2Tj is the
relevant investment horizon] are the (adjusted) cashflows of bond j , 1s j I N, during the
investment period under consideration, then the general structured bond portfolio
managementproblem
can be stated in the form

N

uzI~[x~-xXp][(l+r2)c~+c~]<v2
j=l

u,~~[x]-x~][(l+r3)[(l+r2)c~+c~]+c~]~v,
j=l

un <$Jxy-x;J[(l+r,)[(l+r,_,)[..]+c~-,]+c/r]<v,
iI
where r, ,_., r,, .. , rn are the consecutive implied one period forward rates in the market and the
respective long and short bond portfolio positions satisfy OS xi I aj and 05 xi S bj ,
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15 jlN.
If R ,,.., R ,,.., R, is the term structure of simple interest rates per trading period,
then the above forward rates satisfy
,+r

=(l+R*)Z

,..,

,+r

=

(l+RH)H

” (l+RH-,)H-’
’
l+R,
This linear program has two interpretations: (a) from a bond arbitrage point of view the
objective is to maximize the current market value of the portfolio (by exploiting relative
mispricing - e.g., as a result of different tax brackets - of bonds in the market) while at the
same time constraining the risk exposure of the arbitrage transactions (in terms of their
implications on the future portfolio cashflows) to values within a specified tolerance band
(u,,v,) ; (b) from a termstructure estimation point of view by solving the associated dual
problem
2

P:<id,cl+yj,
84

IrjlN

H

zd,cj-yN+j

,=I

<P;,

15 jlN

d,=l, O<d,-(l+p)d,+,,
Olt<H
a corresponding (tax-specific) term structure d,,d,,..,d,,..,d,
associated simple interest rates per trading period

of discount factors and

that is consistent with a given exogenous (minimal) one period reinvestment. rate p and
prices all bonds in the market within their respective bid/offer spreads (Pp,P;) can be
obtained. Loss event scenario contingent values of the upper and lower bounds u, , v, for
the future cashflows of the bond portfolio can again be determined with the extreme value
techniques toolbox.
For more sophisticated asset ! liability management approaches like structured bond portfolio
management (indexing, immunization, cashflow matching) discussed
above,
we have
implemented afinancial / (re)insurance techniques toolbox (FRT).
The extreme value techniques toolbox (EVT) handels the liability side while on the asset side
multivariate stochastic models of the (jump) diffusion type are used for the evolution of the
main financial markets variables like interest rates, stocks, stock indices and foreign
currencies. A (re)insurer’s assets and liabilities are then claims contingent on these
stochastic dynamic variables describing the financial and insurance and reinsurance
markets. Note that modern value proposition (VP) based reinsurance solutions very often
require sophisticutedfinancial
engineering, too (for more details, see further below). FRT
aLso provides the necessary quantitative support for the design, implementation
and
successful marketing of such new Swiss Re risk transferproducts.
This toolbox again runs under Windows 3.1,95, NT 3.5 1 and NT 4.0:
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EigJ5:
3. Implementing

Financial I (Re)insurance Techniques Toolbox (FRT)
Stochastic Dynamic Models for Assets and Liabilities

(FRT)

Lattices (see Fig. 16 below) and matrices are the main information processing structures used
in value proposition based corporate and investment banking and (re)insurance applications.
These structures tend to be quite large and have to be accessed and updated many times to
obtain the results needed in quantitative financial I (re)insurance decision making. The PC is
widely used as a convenient low-cost financial services platform in modem investment
banking and (re)insurance. Its main limitations are the small 64 KB data segment size, the
typically insufficient RAh4 size and the usually rather slow and limited harddisk. One of the
main objectives in the design of FRT was consequently to overcome these architectural
limitations and to allow networked PCs to process very large financial / (re)insurance
information structures as efficiently as possible. A direct node access capability and a fast
direct data access capability are the two key features which were built into the lattice
manager (Lattices) and the virfrurl memory manager (VML) to achieve this goal. Given the
time I state coordinates (i, j) of a lattice node, its address in virtual memory (Vh4L) is looked
up in a lattice access structure (LAS) with a binary search algorithm and the node is then
directly accessed with one physical memory (RAM, disk or network) operation. Dynamic
programming procedures that operate on the lattice are considerably speeded up with the help
of a bounds uccess structure @AS) which stores the consecutive upper and lower lattice
bounds over time. These acceleration structures themselves run on corresponding Vh4L
kernels (VMLAS and VMBAS). Given the address in virtual memory (VML) of a data
element (lattice node), its address in physical memory (RAM, disk or network drive) is
looked up in an urea access structure (ZASL) and an address access structure (KASL) which
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both again use the services of a corresponding VML kernel (VMIASL and VMKASL).
The
data element is then, as mentioned above, directly accessed with one physical memory
(context or cache) operation. A similar concept was used to implement large matrices
(Matrices, VMM, etc.). With the above two design ideas, the processing of large financial
information structures on a PC network is always almost at the speed of RAM although the
data may actually be stored on disk or even on a (remote) network drive.
statetJ)

EigAj:

FRT Lattice

The financial / (re)insurance techniques toolbox (FRT) determines the current price and
the current sensitivities (derivatives risk parameters) of a contingent claim (a (re)insurer’s
assets and liabilities are interest rate contingent claims) as well as their future evolution
over the chum’s entire lifetime by using a dynamic programming procedure that operates
on the underlying (binomial or trinomial) la&e. Each node in this lattice represents a
potential financial and insurance and reinsurance market state at a given future time and the
root describes the current market conditions that are relevant in a asset / liability management
or value proposition based (re)insurance product design / marketing context.
As stated above, because of the high levels of total reserves held, investment income is a very
important element of insurance and reinsurance profits and even a small change in the
return made on the assets backing a (re)insurer’s total reserves has a substantial impact on
the (re)insurer’s profttability. FRT supports a corresponding sensitivity analysis of a
(re)insurer’sprof?tabilitv
in several ways. Here are the two examples that are most important
in practice:
Usually, a (re)insurer’s (substantial) bond portfolio can be tracked by a benchmark
(4
bond. Any changes in this bond’s value (as determined by FRT with the dynamic
programming
techniques described above) then directly translate into corresponding
changes in the (re)insurer’s investment income and profitability. For example, in the case
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of the Swedish pension fund discussed in the next section, the corresponding SEK benchmark
bond was:
Notional Principal:
Coupon:
Coupon Date:
Maturity Date:

SEK 100.00
5.5% p.a., paid annually
12 April
12 April 2002

On 1 October 1997, the market (“dirty”) price of the bond was SEK 102.53 and a SEK 1.00
change in the bond’s value or, equivalently, a 25 BP (where 1 BP = 0.01%) change in SEK
interest rates translated into a SEK 60.00 million change in the value of the pension fund’s
bond portfolio which had a total market value of SEK 6.15 billion. An FRT bond portfolio
analysis involving this benchmark bond (BND) and a December 1998 European put option
(EPB) on this bond (providing a hedge at SEK 102.00) is then based on the following lattice
structure (see Fig. 17 below): DFO - DF4 are the discount functions prevailing in the SEK
interest rate scenarios under study, PO - P4 are the prices of the securities under the above
mentioned interest rate conditions, alpha and beta are model sensitivities with respect to
potential estimation errors in the relevant model parameters (we use the extended Ho & Lee
interest rate model (Ho), see below) and DO and Dl (delta), gamma and theta are the
contingent claim sensitivities (defined as rates of change of the contingent claim value with
respect to instantaneous changes in the underlying initial term structure of SEK interest rates
and conditionally expected
rates of change of the contingent claim value with respect to
changes in time) in the given interest rate scenarios. With this information about the future
dynamics of the underlying securities
market variables, corresponding (consistent within an
arbitrage pricing theory framework) contingent claim price and sensitivity (derivatives risk
exposure)forecasts, i.e., expected values
E[Xi]

= $C,X,
j=O

and standard deviations
D(xil=m=J=Jw

[ nij is the time / state probability4 associated with node (i, j) and xio,..,xij,..,x,

are the time

i realizations of the stochastic process (xi) denoting the discrete price or derivatives risk
parameter dynamics over time], are possible (see Fig. 18 below).

’ In a asset / liability
management
context,
the financial
time / state probabilities
(risk-neutral)
are usually
modified
to take loss scenario
probabilities
(risk-averse)
on the liability
side into account.
Lattices
are very
convenient
for such applications,
as they can store the necessary
information
on the associated
Ginanov
transformation
of probability
measure in each node (see the literature
mentioned
in the references
section of this
document
for more details).
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These forecasts (which have an adaptive updateproperty) can then be. used as an effective
quantitative guideline in (conventional) every-day hedging decisions as well as in the design
and implementation of longer-term asset / liability management strategies. Furthermore, this
data can be stored in a relational database system and on demand be consolidated into
appropriate risk management reports for a book of business, a department and the entire
company. FRT’s simple potifolio management component (Basket) supports these tasks on
the user interface level. FRT also contains all the necessary functionality for derivatives risk
management and hedging strategy evaluation (LRA, QP, LP, Simplex) and uses EXCEL us
a user interface (EXCEL, Access).
The simple FRT bond portfolio analysis discussed above operates within the extended
(2)
Ho & Lee interest rate model
af
dr = cp(t)dt + odz
cp(t)=$0,t)+cr2t
(see the references section of this document for details) [where f(t,T) is the instantaneous
forward rate at time t for an investment at time T]. Jn discrete-time we have then: (1)
Security markets clear at time points 0,1,2,..,i,..,H
(where H is the given investment
horizon) which are separated into regular intervals (model time periods). For each of these
time points i the initial discount factor P(i) (relative to the time origin 0) is known.
Furthermore, at each time point i= 1,2,.., FH [where FH< H is the relevant forward
horizon] there are i + I possible future discount functions Pti(k), j = O,l,..,i and
k = O,l,..,MH [where MH = H - FH is the associated maturity horizon]. (2) The evolution
of the term structure of interest rates over the investment period [O,H] is modelled by a
recombining binomial lattice with root
P,,Jk) = F’(k)
and branching process
Pij(k+*)
P,+t+,(k)
p,+,j+,(k) = h,(k) p,(l)
‘1

PN

Pij(k)
I-D0
Pi+,j(k)

P,+,j(k) = h,(k)

p,l(k+ 1)
pijtl)

where
d’
’
and hd(k)=
p+(*-0’
p+U-p)d’
are the corresponding upward and downward perturbation functions, the model probability is
p and the model delta is d , 0 I p,d < 1. With the length At of the mode1 time periods we
have then
h,(k)=

r = -$log(P(l))

and (T =
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J

P(l - P) log(cV
r2At3

for the current short-term interest rate and the term structure volatility. (3) The risk-neutral
pricingformulas
is in this context

vTj =F(j)
O< jlT
where T I H is the contingent claim maturity. (4) With the forward rates
rij(k) = -&lOg(P,(k))
we define the derivatives risk parameters (contingent claim sensitivities) as follows
6,

=

p

‘fl+lj+l

-

‘d+lj

‘gj

-

‘ij

+(1-p)
ri+ij+i(l)-t;,(l)

r,+tj(l)-qj(l)

6i+il+l

-&ij

Yij=pri+,j+,(l)-r,j(l)
‘i+lj+L
6ij

=P

‘i+lj
ri+,j(l)-Cj(l)

-‘ij

At

-6j

+(1-p)
‘i+lj

-

‘ij

+U-P)7

(conditionally expected rates of change of the option value with respect to the underlying
short-term interest rate and time). (5) The time / state probabilities associated with FRT’s
(extended) Ho & Lee lattice are
Jlij = ($pj(i - pp
and consequently the contingent claim price and sensitivity forecasts
+J

0; = JT&c,v,

-pi

(price)

(and similar for higher order moments of the corresponding distributions). (7) The parameters
of the above outlined Ho & Lee interest rate model are p (model probability), d (model
delta) and R(l),R(2),..,R(i),..,R(H)
(initial term structure of simple, annualized interest
rates). We have then
1
r(i) = log( 1+ R(i)) and P(i) = e-““* =
(1+ R(i)At)’
for the corresponding continuously compounded interest rates and discount factors. In
addition to these parameters we now also consider the quantities
Ap (probability increment), Ad (delta increment)
AR(l),AR(2),..,AR(i),..,AR(H)
(interest rate increments)
and construct a recombining binomial lattice for the term structures
’ X (intertemporal
boundary
conditions

cashflows)
and F (terminal
condition)
for its price process (see the references

--El--

characterize
the contingent
claim.
section of this document
for details).

L S v 5 U are

pf’.d.R)(k),

p;P+de.*.R)(k)

,

pi;P.d+“.R,(k),

pi;P.d.R+ARJ(k)

.&

P;P.d.R+?bRJ(k).

For an interest rate contingent claim we then calculate the corresponding scenario dependent
prices
vt.d.RJ, +‘+@‘.a), vf.d+M.RJ, $‘.d.R+dRJ
and
V;;.d.~t~~R,
and sensitivities
V!F+M.d.RJ
CLI;P.d.RJ

=

_

‘J

,@.d.RJ
IJ

+p.d+M.R)
py.w

=

_

‘J

+d.R)

Ed

0

*P

+d.R+ZAR)
@.d.R+AR)
9

_

gj;p.d.RJ

_

V!&d.R+ARJ

‘J

=

p

bRll

”

,,,!p.f.RJ
‘+‘J+’

_
*t

V(F.d.RJ
‘I

V!~.4.RJ

,+(1-p)

_

,@d.RJ

‘+I’ *t ”

Note that the probability and delta exposure
a=ap

JV

av

and p=-d;~

of a contingent claim in the Ho Jc Lee interest rate mode1 can be written in the form
ao
a0

p = II%+...

a=udp+-.
where

ao (1..-2p) log(d)’
80 P(1 - P) log(d)
-=-2or’At’
z=
dcrr*At’
ap
holds. This extension of the original Ho & Lee interest rate model can still be easily
calculated (simultaneous scenario analyses) and is very well suited for asset / liability
management and product development applications under varying securities market scenarios.
For a more general sensitivity analysis of investment income and profitability with
(3)
FRT, we assume again extended Ho & Lee interest rate dynamics
dy = cp(t)dt + odz
(as above) but consider now a (re)insurer’s overall asset / liabi& portjolio P = P(t, y) with
(stochastic) duration D(t) and [stochastic) convexity C(t). Then an application of Zto’s
formula6 yields the risk portfolio dynamics
dP=

g+rp(t)-+-,

ap d a9
ay 2 ay

with time t first and second order characteristics
y+o’C(t)

1 ay
dt+oPdz

t

More sophisticated yield dynamics would be
dy = [e(t) - $(t)y]dt +c$dz
6~et y=f(t,x),
formdo):

dx(t)=a(t,x(t))dt+b(t,x(t))dz(t).

dy =[f, +aTV,f +0.5tr(bbTVtf)]dt

a(t,x)ERm,
+(V,f)Tbdz.
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b(t,x)ERrm”.Then(lloJs

(Hull & White interest rate model, see the references section of this document for details). In
this case, the asset/liability portfolio dynamics are
dP (Gyp)* XP
$+[O(t)-$(t)y]ay+-7
2 ay dt+oy aydz
and the corresponding time t first and second order characteristics

1 Pap

E,[dP] = g-P
[

D(t) e(t)l;~t)y

+C(t)(oys)‘]]dt

and o,[dP] = PFfi.

i

Having outlined a set of (hopefully) fairly simple financial and actuarial models that allow the
determination of a (re)insurer’s risk reserves (or more specifically, capital at risk or risk
adjusted capital or risk based capital) and an in-depth analysis of their sensitivity with respect
to changes in the financial and insurance and reinsurance markets, we now turn our attention
to the questions of risk capital allocation and risk adjustedperformance
measurement.
4. Performance

Measurement:

The Efficient Frontier

Modern portfolio theory (MPT, see Fig. 19 below) is II commonly accepted framework for
measuring the performance of assets in the capital markets. As stated at the outset of this
section, a basic convention used in this technical note is that assets and liabilities of an
insurance or reinsurance company are not treated separately, i.e., for both the same
consistent methodological framework is used. After a brief outline of classical MPT as it
was introduced by Harry M. Markowitz, we therefore show in this paragraph how MPT can
be extended to provide a suitable performance measurement framework for insurance and
reinsurance companies and, in particular, that reinsurance creates tangible value in that it
enables insurers to perform more efficiently than by using any other available form of risk
transfer.
Efficient

Frontier:

I

EigJ9.g

Modem Portfolio Theory (MPT): The Efficient Frontier
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Capital

Market

Line:

EigJ&

Modem Portfolio Theory (MPT): The Capital Market Line

Fie.:

Modem Portfolio Theory (MPT): The Security Market Line

(1) Markowitz portfolio selection is the stan&rd approach to structured (one period)
asset management under uncertainty (diversification). Given an initial wealth v > 0, an
investor in common stocks $,..,Si,..,Sr
with portfolio management objectives U(V)
[where
U”(V)
*PO = - -u,(v) and R(V) = -Vs
are the associated coefficients of absolute and relative risk aversion], that is, a strictly
increasing (non-satiation), strictly concave (risk aversion) and continuously differentiable
utility function forfinal wealth V , determines (with FRT) the optimalportfolio positions
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x= [ x, K

xi

A

x,jTwhere

xi>O,

l<j<N,and

ix,=1
j=l

(proportions of initial wealth invested in the available stocks) to be held over the relevant
investment period [0, H ] such that expected utility offinal wealth

,v(“(l+p,))+~

u”(v(l+PRN

v-v
=f(qc,~R). R=- V
is maximized. Note that above qU(V)]=
f(o,,tta)
holds for quadratic utility functions
U(V) or normally distributed portfolio returns R and that in such a case the investor’s
indifference curves
in (0, ,/.tLR) space are convex (risk aversion). The reason for expressing the portfolio
positions as proportions of initial wealth [i.e., as

and not simply as the numbers nj of chosen stocks Si] lies in the fact that the return of a
portfolio of stocks is a value-weighted average of the individual component returns, i.e.,
(n,S~ + n,S’,) -(n& + n&)
n,Sb
s’ -s’
s:, -s;
n2Si
-L-2+
(n& + n2Si)
S:
= (n,Si + n&)
SA
(n,Si + n2S3

s2
H-s20
= x,%-s:+x
s:
2 SfJ .
With the first two moments
M = E[r]
of the component return vector
r = [ r, K

rj A

Z = E[(r - M)(r - M)T]
r,

1T

where rj=v,

l<j<N,
0

we Can write the mean and variance of the portfolio return R in the form
lR =p, =x’M
CJ’,= 0; = xTcx
and therefore the Markowitzportfolio
selection problem is
rn;xU(v(l+xTM))+

V2XTCX

-U”(v(l+xTM))
2
xr1, = 1

in general and
~r(a-2~v)xTM-~v~*(MMr+~)x
XT1, = 1
for quadratic utility U(V) = aV- PV’ A feasible portfolio x E X [where X 5 RN is the
investor’s opportunity set that is usually characterized by general linear constraints of the
form Ax + b 5 0 and Cx + d = 0 ] is called efficient if
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p,=max

and 0: =min I oi:y~X,p~
=F. I
I p,:y~X,cr~=cr~]
holds and the set X*G X of all efficient portfolios [in (o,,p,)
space, i.e., under the
assumption of normally distributed portfolio returns R] is called the efficient frontier. The
efficient frontier, on which the optimal portfolio 51 is necessarily (risk aversion) situated, is
concave and generated by a finite sequence x;,..,x~,..,xf
of comer portfolios where xi is
the maximum expected return and XL the minimum variance portfolio [that are the solutions
of the optimization programs
max xTM
’ min xTCx
Ai+b<O
and Ai+b<O.
Cx+d=O
Cx+d=O
respectively]. Two special cases of the general (quadratic utility) Markowitz model of optimal
(one period) investment in shares of common stock (with normally distributed returns) are
min xTCx
max xTM
I
I
p,SxTMVISpy
and 0; I xTTcx s 0:
Ax+blO
Ax+blO
Cx+d =0
Cx+d=O
where the former emphasizes the risk minimization aspect in the investment decision and the
latter takes a limited risk arbitrage point of view. Markowitz portfolio analysis can be
substantially simplified by further assuming a linear factor structure of common stock
returns, i.e.,
~E,.F,..=O
E[E~]=O

C[E~,.E~,I=O.j, f j,

rj=aj+gPjtS+Ej

W,, ,Y, I= 0, k, f k,
[where

are the covariance and correlation coefficient of the random variables x and y]. Note first
that these assumptions imply

Qj =E[rjl-EPj,W,I
k=l

Pjk =

C[rj,Fkl
W, 1

for the relevant fictor sensitivities and intercept terms. Furthermore, if now x E X is any
feasible portfolio, then we have
P, = xT(a+PM,),
M, = WI
Of = XT(pC,pT + Z,)x, c, = V[Fj, c, = V[E]
where
2 0 A
(T,,
0
a:, 0 A
0
000
M
000
M
c, =
and C, =
MOO
0
MOO
0
0 A
0 O’F,
0 A 0 otM
and with the portfolio beta
P, = P’x
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therefore a decomposition

of portfolio risk (c() into a systematic component (&)
and a diversifyable component
(a:,). Moreover, we can represent the above moments of the portfolio return R in the
(diagonal variance / covariance matrix) form
and o: =of =[kr[:

irI[

Diversification:
Security

/ Portfolio

Total

Risk

CS’=Jm
Portfolio
p:bfM
Portfolio

Market

Risk

= [x,(rhor.)+
Unique

x*(P2~J+

X,(P3%

)+..~+J4L~r”

,I

Risk

(32=-N1 CJ:,+cr:,+NcY;,+...+cJ:,
I
[
CP

I

I

Diversification
substantially

EiglM:

leads to averaging
reduce unique risk.

of market

risk and can

Modem Portfolio Theory (MPT): Diversification

The key paradigm in our extension of the above MPT framework for performance
(2)
measurement in the capital markets to include the insurance and reinsurance markets is
that we consider reinsurance as an aaditional investment opportunity for risk adjusted
capital. We illustrate the corresponding general concepts and ideas by using our example
insurer with lines of business A, B and C (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 14 above):

(a)

Total reserves are CHF 3700.00 million, of which CHF 2500.00 million is the risk
adjusted capital (or capital at risk or risk based capital).

(‘3

Capital markets investment opportunities for this risk capital fall into three classes:
bonds, stocks and others (more categories can easily be added if required).

(cl

Reinsurance markets investment opportunities are surplus treaties for the three lines
of business of the example insurer considered (any combination of quota share,
surplus and stop loss reinsurance can be used in general).

(4

The example insurer’s MPT choice of optimal portfolio then depends on the following
parameters (see Fig. 14 above):
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Reinsurance
x, =

Premium

(Market)

Expenses

300.00

50.00
Systemic

Risk Tolerance

(Epsilon)

4=
1 .OO%
EigL2th

Capital at Risk before Reinsurance
x1 =

x* =

Std
x5=

25OO.OOj

Risk (q)
Skew

Alpha
x,=

X6=
5.00

2.00

Utility Function
Beta
x,=
50.00

0.01

MPT for (Re)insurance: Choice Parameters
Recall that the mixing variable q models parameter uncertainty, variations of risk
propensity, etc. across the asset/liability
boundary at the overall risk portfolio 1eveL
Moreover, the example insurer’s utility function (PorifoZio management objectives)
has the following characteristics:
U(V)=aV-PV2

U’(V)=a-2PV>0
A(V) = - 43

U”(V)=-28~0

R(V) = - 43v

a-2PV

a-2PV

MPT for (Re)insurance: Portfolio Management Objectives
EigAk:
Starting with the current asset / liability management strategy, i.e., the surplus
W
reinsurance arrangements and asset allocation in force
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Retention
Ml
xg=

investment
Stocks

M3
x11 =

M2

x10 =

x12

Opportunities
Other
x;, =

=

I

3.00

l&2&:

3.00

3.001

10.00%

10.00%

MPT for (Re)insurance: Current Portfolio Parameters
the example insurer can then by using thejinancial/
(re)insurance techniques
toolbox (FRT) optimize its overall asset/liability management strategy according to
the above statedportfolio management objectives and the usual constraints
O<Mi <Qi, i=1,2,3
0 5 Bonds I lOO%, 0 5 Stocks I 100%. 0 I Other I 100%
as well as the risk capital constraint
Capital at Risk after Reins-trance 5 Capital at Risk before Reinsurance :

~1

MPT for (Re)insurance: Optimal Portfolio Parameters

Re.

Note the substantial effect this MPT optimization
1iabiZity management strategy has on its result:

Expected

Utility

x14 =

Capital

at Risk after Reinsurance

Result after Reinsurance
Mean
Std
Z=
Y=

1907.90

720.95

94.63

MPT for (Re)insurance: Current Result Parameters

&+2QC

Expected
x14

Utility

=

Capital at Risk after Reinsurance

(Ur)

x15=

Result after Reinsurance
Mean
Std

z=

Y=

-3751297.70

0-I

(Ur)

x15=
-13219135.68

Ei&2Qfz

of the example insurer’s asset /

2500.00

133.68

363.57

MPT for (Re)insurance: Optimal Result Parameters
The tangible value created by reinsurance (optimal asset / liability management)
then lies in the fact that the example insurer’s mean result is now 140.97% of the
original mean result of 94.83 at only 50.43% of the original result standard
deviation of 720.95.
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Current

E&2!&:

and

Optimal

Result

MPT for (Re)insurance: Current and Optimal Result

(g)

-summarize:
In our extension of modern poryblio theory (MPT) to include the
insurance and reinsurance
markets, reinsumnce
represents an aaifitional
investment opportunity for asset /liability management decisions that is not or only
weakly correlated
with the capital markets investment opportunities and therefore
moves a insurer’s effiient frontier in the direction of higher expected returns at
lower return
stiuukzrd deviations.
Moreover,
reinsurance
improves the
diversifuation of an insurer.

04

This is then the most important quantitative argument of the value proposition (VP)
of reinsurance (and afso of insurance). It is based on the notion of risk adjusted
capital in a unified asset / liability management framework and holds over a wide
range of insurers’ risk tolerance levels:
Retention
Risk

Tolerance

(Epsilon)

4=
innnsl,

E&&X

Investment

Opportunities

MI

4

M3

Stocks

Other

%,=

x10=

x11 =

x12=

x13=

5 IA

7 IR

5 97

R6 Gt%

4.96
- _^

2.13
-_.

2.61
2.03

-.. .
2.09
2.10
2.18
2.85

5.191
~ -1 ’
32
I9
AI
2.48
2.06
1.63
1.13

76.22%
66.48%
57.22%
48.47%
40.13%
31.99%
24.08%
16.20%
8.83%

A 74%

8.27%
8.31%
8.31%
8.32%
8.34%
8.37%
8.46%
8.78%
10.59%

Varying the Insurer’s Risk Tolerance: Optimal MPT Portfolio Parameters
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ResdtafterFkinwrance
Rsk Tderam

(Epsilon)

%G=

i3pxM
x14 =

Utility

Capital

d Flick after Reinu~ance

(U-)

x15 =

&an

Sd

Y=

Z=

Varying the Insurer’s Risk Tolerance: Optimal MPT Result Parameters
Result

EigLLC:

Reinsurance

Varying the Insurer’s Risk Tolerance: Result after Reinsurance
I

EigJM:

after

Emcient

Frontier

Varying the Insurer’s Risk Tolerance: Efficient Frontier
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5. Performance

Measurement:

The Return on Risk Adjusted

Capital

In the last two paragraphs of this section, we are briefly considering the effect of the value
proposition (VP) of reinsurance (i.e., the globally optimal MPT positioning of the insurer
along the efficient frontier for both the capital markets and the insurance and reinsurance
markets) on the internal performance measurement and the pricing of the insurer. We
illustrate the corresponding concepts and ideas by again using our example insurance
company with lines of business A, B and C (see above). Having optimally positioned this
insurer at the 1.00% risk tolerance level along the globally efficient frontier (see Fig. 21
above), we use the covariance principle to allocate risk adjusted capital to individual
operational subunits of this insurance company:
(8

Let R, ,..,Ri ,..,R,

be the MFT optimal results of M operational subunits (e.g., lines

of business, profit centers, departments, etc.) of a (re)insurance company and R = iRi

be

id

its overall MF’T optimal result. Furthermore, let RAC[R,] denote the risk adjusted capital
allocated to operational subunit i and RAC[R] denote the overall risk adjusted capital (or
capital at risk or risk based capital) of the (re)insurer. Then the allocation rule is
C[R- R]
RAC[R,]=++RARAC[R].
Performance measurement on a risk adjusted capital basis then considers the
(2)
return on risk aa’justed capital (RORAC) for each operational subunit i ,
RORAC[R,]

= -!LRAC[R,]’

andfor the whole company,
RORAC[R] = &.
(3)

In the case of our example insurer, we look at the following

Investment: Recall that RAC[OveraIl Result] = CHF 2500.00 million and
V[Overall Result] = 132183.14. The variance / covariance matrix relevant
for the allocation of risk capital to investment and underwriting is:

(4

X
X
J

EigL&

operational subunits:

J
130181.45
-910.48

-918.48
162.00

Variance / Covariance Matrix for Investment and Underwriting
Therefore, aInvestment
RAC[Investment]

(b)

Underwriting:

Result,Overall

= CHF l13::z.:4

Result]=

1080.48 and consequently

2500.00 million = CHF 20.44 million.

Similarly, by using the above variance / covariance matrix
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again, we obtain C[Underwriting
Result,Overall Re suit] = 13 1099.90
and therefore
131099.90
RAC[Underwriting] = CHF
2500.00 million
132183.14
= CHF 247956 million.

(9

1Line 1
46100.68
4009.99
4609.66

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

&2&22b:

Line of Business A: The relevant variance / covariance matrix for the
allocation of the total underwriting RAC of CHF 2479.56 million to
the individual lines of risk business is:
1Line 2

1Line 3
4009.99
8720.05
6014.45

4609.66
8014.45
46092.53

Variance I Covariance Matrix for Lines of Business A, B and C
We have then V[Total Book of Bu sin ess] = 130 18 1.45 and
C[Line of Bu siness A,Totaf Book of Business] = 54720.33
and consequently
54720.33
RAaLine of Business A] = CHF 130181.45 2479.56 million
= CHF 1042.26 million.
(ii)

Line of Business B: Similarly, we have
C[Line of Business B,TotaI Book of Business] = 18744.49
and consequently
RAC[Line of Business B] = CHF ~~~l~~f495 2479.56 million
= CHF 357.03 million.

(iii)

fine of Business C: Finally, we have
C[Line of Business C,Total Book of Business]=5671664
and consequently
56716.64
RAC[Line of Business C] = CHF
2479.56 million
130181.45
= CHF 1080.28 million.

m:
The fwt that the insurer under consideration is optimally positioned along the global
efficient frontier of the capital markets and the insurance and reinsurance markets has
important implications on the performance of tts subunits. The same statement holds true
for the prices of its value proposition (VP) based risk transfer solutions.
6. Pricing on a Risk Adjusted Capital Basis
Following

standard actuarial tradition, we apply thepremium
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calculation principle

B(t)=[I+h(t)]P(t)+E(t)
with P(t) the technical or risk premium in time period [t - 1,t] , h(t) the profit loading
coefficient and E(t) the expense amount (e.g., operating expenses, taxes, dividends, etc.),
respectively (see also the previous section). Considering a fixed but otherwise arbitrary time
period and dropping the time index again for simplicity of notation, it is specifically the profit
loading
XP
for that time period which we are interested in here.
We assume that the (re)insurer under consideration has assumed its MPT optimal position
along the globally efficient frontier for the capital markets and the insurance and
reinsurance markets.
Modem value proposition (VP) based risk transfer solutions
@[Xl. &I
then require the following lower bound for the associated pro@ loading coefficient L :
Using the covariance principle
(1)
based risk transfer solution X is

again, the risk adjusted capital allocated to the VP

RAc[xl =gRACIr4
where RAC[R] denotes the overall risk adjusted capital (or capital at risk or risk based
capital) of the (re)insurer.
If now p is the rate of return on risk adjusted capital required by management for
(2)
the corresponding line of (re)insurance business, then
hP 2 pRAc[x]

C[X, R]

$X.Rl

V[RI

RAC[Rl

or, equivalently, h Z p --RAC[Rl
PVIRl

must hold.
For VP based risk transfer solutions that contain a financial markets risk part, we shall
(3)
be able to also give an upper bound for the associated profit loading coefficient (see further
below).

Implementing

New VP-based Client Solutions

In this final section of the technical note, we look at how the above mathematical models and
the corresponding financial / (re)insurance techniques toolbox (FRT) used to quantify the
economic rationale for reinsurance can also be used to implement new value proposition
(VP) based client solutions and can therefore provide the (re)insurer with new market and
profit growth opportunities. The example considered is derived from a real Swiss Re deal in
which the models described here were successfully applied. The reinsurance coverage
proposed&y Swiss Re was of the dual trigger stop loss type:
Under segment A of the reinsurance protection, a stop loss treaty protected the
(1)
pension fund against excessive losses from its total book of risk business during 1998.
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Under segment B of the reinsurance protection, a stop loss treaty protected the
pension fund against an excessive drop in the market value of its substantial bond
portfolio during 1998.
A loss event under the dual trigger stop loss reinsurance protection was defined by the
simultaneous activation of both the segment A trigger and the segment B trigger.
1. Claims Data and Parameter Estimation

for Segment A

Using the claims listing up to August 12, 1997, provided by the Swedish pension fund, we
applied extreme value techniques to determine the 1998 aggregate loss distribution for the
stop loss cover under segment A of the reinsurance protection. Specifically, we considered
two scenarios (loss adjustment at 5% and lo%, respectively) with the same occurrence
probability of 50%. Within each scenario, we estimated loss severity with the generalized
Pareto distribution (GPD) and considered normally distributed parameter uncertainty of
25% at the 95”* percentile for both frequency and sever&y. We believe that this is a prudent
but not overly pessimistic approach under the given circumstances. The 1 Y (1998) aggregate
loss distributions are then (aggregate loss in MSEK):
Aggregate

E&L!:

Loss Dslributions

1 Y Aggregate Loss Distributions

2. The Conditional

(Loss Adjustment at 5% and 10%)

Premium for Segment A

Let
L
P

be the 1998 aggregate loss under segment A
be the 1998 gross earned premium under segment A

and
TA = max(4PJOOOMSEK)
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XA = min{ min( max[L - TA,O], P).250MSEK}.
Here, TA is the trigger threshold and XA the corresponding cashjlow under segment A of
the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty. Furthermore, let us assume that 4P is normally
distributed with mean 700MSEK (estimated 1997 gross remium income before reinsurance
is 250MSEK) and standard deviation 1OOMSEK (=14%) Y.
Then, under segment A, the trigger is
L>TA,
the corresponding

triggerprobabiliry

PA=Prob{L>TA)=

5

[I-F,(x)]f,,(x)dx+[L-F,JOOOMSEK)jrW~~~(x)dx

IOXMSEK

and the conditional

--

netpremium’
E[XA]L>TA]=

jlXA(L,P)f,(L)f,,(P)dLdP
Is-TA.P>0

with stkanakrd deviation
o[XAlL>TA]=/

JJ(XA(L,P)-E[XA]L>
bTA.Pz.0

TAj)‘f,(L)f,,(P)dLdP

.

Here,

f,p(x) = &exp(-9).

p=7OOMSEK,

and (the density) f,(L) is a numerical approximation
loss) distribution function F,(L).

o=lOOMSEK

of the derivative of the (1 Y aggregate

FRT then calculates the above quantities as follows:

Ei

3. SEK Interest Rates and Interest Rate Volatilities
For our analysis of segment B of the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty, we note the
following SEK interest rates (as of 2 October 1997)9

’ These estimates
were provided
by the undemiters
involved
after discussion
with both the broker and the
Swedish pension fund.
’ For such deals, Swiss Re sets the pricing rate to zero. i = 0. and the technicalpremium
is taken to be equal

to the expected loss under the reinsurance
9 Financial

markets

information

was provided

treaty.
by the investment
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bankers

involved.

SEK
70%

Eig24:

Term

Structure

-

SEK Bond and Swap Yields

(here, the usual cubic spline-interpolation
method is used; for a more sophisticated approach
that also allows to incorporate the specifics of a potential client, e.g., tax brackets, corporate
debt structures, etc., see the previous section) and SEK interest rate volatilities (us of 2
October 1997)
IGOVT

BONDS
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1

SEK Term

Structure

Volatility

160%
140%

r”
z
B

120%
100%

s
:

6 096

‘S
-2

6 Osb

ii

4 096
20%
0 0%

Time Period (Years)

SEK Bond Yield Volatilities

&J&:

to which we (with FRT) then fit an extended Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CZR) interest rate
model”(modelling
ZM STZBOR; for details, see the literature mentioned in the references
section of this document):

inleresl ra& modeIs has the generic representation
dr(t) = m@(t),$(t),r(t),t)dt
+s(r(t),t)dz(t)

” ‘llx Hull & White class of (one-factor)

and is rich enough to model a wide variety of different interest rate scenarios occurring in practical corporate and
investment banking as well as financial (re)insurance applications. Here. we are especially interested in the
model

dr(t) = [0(t) - $(t)r(t)]dt
of the extended Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CIR) type [belonging
just as the above mentioned Ho & Lee model

The generic class of Hull & White models has a very efficient
and is able to tit

(b)

to the Hull & White class of interest rate models

af
q(t)=Tj-(O,t)+dt1.

dr = cp( t)dt + odz

(a)

+or(t)‘dz(t)

(recombining)

trinomial lattice implementation

the currenl term stmclure of shorf-term inleresl rufes [specification of the
function 8(t) which is deterministic and varies with time t 1;
the currenl volo~ilify stmchrre of short-ferm it&rest rates [specification of the
function 4(t) which is also deterministic and varies with time t 1.

The risk-neutral pricing formula and the contingent claim sensitivities (derivatives risk parameters) are defined
as in the Ho & Lee model above - with the obvious modifications to take the trinomial structure of the
underlying lattice implementation into account. Note lhof the term structure estimation approach oudined in
the previous se&on con be used fo provide customized (i.e., toking clienl-specifif tar-bmckets, corpomte debl
slruclures, etc. inlo occounl) estimafes of Ihe initial term sbrrclure of short-term interest roles for both Ihe
Hull & White and the Ho & Lee modeL Current volatilities are usually estimated from historical (discount)
bond yield data.
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On 1 October 1997, the market (“dirty”) price of the bond was SEK 102.53 and a SEK 1.00
change in the bond’s value or, equivalently, a 25 BP (where 1 BP = 0.01%) change in SEK
interest rates translated into a SEK 60.00 million change in the value of the pension fund’s
bond portfolio which had a total market value of SEK 6.15 billion.
(IM Sv

I

.

.

on 1 Jw

1998.

Probability Dstlibution Function
100.oQoo8
9o.oooo%
8O.OOCM
70.OoOO%
$ 6o.oooo%
g 50.cmo%
& 40.0000%
30.0000%
2O.OWO%
lO.OOco%
O.oom%

The corresponding

mean is 5.1267% and the standard deviation 0.7932%.
ber 1998.

Probability Distribution Function
loo.oooo%
90.0030%
80.0000%
70.0000%
5 6o.oooo%
l
50.oooo%
&J 40.OOoO%
30.0000%
20.0000%
1O.W00%
0.oooo%

Interest

Rate

The mean is now 5.2445% and the standard deviation 1.195 1%.
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Probability

Distribution

Function

c

4. SEWCHF

Exchange Rate and Futures & Options Based Hedge Strategies

Apart from SEK interest rates, we also consider the SEWCHF exchange rate very briefly here.
On a monthly basis, the SEWCHF exchange ratefiom 2 October 1990 to 2 October 1997
tvolved as follows:
SEKKHF

E&&25:

Exchange

Rate

SEWCHF Exchange Rate

Exchange rate volatility during the above time period was 9.70%, the expected return 2.73%.
In order to be able to develop SEWCHF hedging strategies, we have to consider the
differential between SEK and CHF interest rates during the 15 month period from October
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1997 to December 1998. Using the same spline-interpolation
approach as above for SEK
yields, we obtain the CHF term structure of interest rates (as of 2 October 1997)
CHF Term

Time Period

Eig,%i:

Structure

(Years)

CHF Bond Yields

and the corresponding term structure of CHF interest rate volatilities (as of 2 October Z997)
SEK Term

Structure

Volatility

Time Period

(Years)

:

Eig.J&:

2

CHF Bond Yield Volatilities

With SEK interest rates at 5.0% and CHF interest rates at lS%, the interest rate differential is
3.5%. With these market parameters, the December 1998 SEK/CHF futures and
corresponding European and American put option prices (in SEK) are:
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Note finally the probability distribution of the December 1998 SEWCHF
(with mean 4.6308 and standard deviation 0.5822):
Probability

90.0000%
80.0000%

Distribution

exchange rate

Function

-’

6O.OtlOO% -.
,,,
40.0000%
30.0000%

-’

10.0000%

:

’

I

I II,, I, II_ ,_ I, I
., ..,

5. The Benchmark

Bond and Corresponding

,.,

Futures & Options

The SEK benchmark bond mentioned in segment B of the proposed dual trigger stop loss
treao as a tracking variable for the substantial bondportfolio of the Swedish pension fund
then has the following characteristics (calculated by FRT):
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A. Price Prmss
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Note that we consider 60 monthly periods starting on 12 April 1997 and ending at the
benchmark bond’s maturity on 12 April 2002. The expected
price, SEK 100.97, predicted by
the model for 1 October 1997 matches the corresponding trading price, SEK 102.53, very
clo&ly (the inaccuracy is only about 1%). The December 1998 benchmark bondfutures and
corresponding European and American put option prices (in SEK) are:

Alternatively, monthly resettled December 1998 caps and floors on the SEK short-term
interest rate (1M STIBOR) would cost:
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We mention these financial markets techniques here because they could be considered us
alternative ways of insuring the pension fund’s bond portfolio against a rise in SEK
interest rates (and as a benchmark for our approach). As outlined below, by comparing
segment B of our dual trigger stop loss treaty with these financial markets portfolio insurance
schemes, we will be able to derive a “market-implied”profit
loading coeffient as an upper
bound for the profit loading coefficient of our stop loss treaty. Recall from the previous
section that the VP basedprofit loading coefficient is a corresponding lower bound.
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50000
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C..
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Period

Risk Management
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Value

Probability

Distribution

Function
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Note that the above European and American put option strike prices of SEK 101.00, SEK
103.00 and SEK 105.00 correspond to the expected value, the 80* percentile and the 9SLh
percentile of the January 1, 1998, benchmark bond value distribution.
6. The Segment B Trigger

and Conditional

Premium

The Swiss Re contract proposal for the dual trigger stop loss treaty under consideration here
states the segment B trigger in the form
i, > i, + 150BP, where 1BP = 0.01%.
i, is the benchmark bond yield on 1 January 1998, whereas i, is the benchmark bond yield
on 3 1 December 1998. Let now

BO
Bl

be the traded price of the benchmark bond on 1 January 1998
be the traded price of the benchmark bond on 31 December 1998

and
TB = max[(B, - B,)~oMsEK-360MsEK,o]
XB = min(TB,250MSEK).
Then the nbove stated trigger condition is equivalent to
TB>O or B, <B,-6
[with PB = Pr ob{B, < B, -6}] and XB is the corresponding cashflow under segment B of
the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty. We price segment B of this treaty by using the loss
event contingent valuation techniques described in the literature listed in the references
section of this document. To this end, we consider the probability distribution of B, (see
above) and derive the following vuluation (loss event) scenarios

FRT then determines that”

(for more details, see the references section of this document). In u&ftion, we also get the
main characteristics of both the trigger TB (FPGTB) and the loss event contingent
cashjlow XE3 (FPGCB):
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is activated
with probability
the trigger B attachment
point

11.3190,
i.e.,
above / below
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7. The Total Premium of the Dual Trigger

Stop Loss Treaty

With an actuarial loading factor k to be determined by the experienced underwriter (or by
a VP based approach like the one described above), the total premium of the dual trigger
stop loss treaty analyzed here is
P = PB( E[XA]L

> TA] + ko[XA]L

> TA]) + PA( E[XB]TB > 0] + ko[XB(TB

> 01).

Numerically (FRT):

Of course, the standard deviation premium principle used here is equivalent to the
traditional premium calculation principle introduced earlier in this document:
o[XA]L > TA] or k = h @AIL ’ TAI
E[XA]L
> TA] = ko[XA]L > TA] or )L = k
E[XAjL > TA]
o[XA]L > TA] *
Therefore, the VP based profit loading coefficient determined in the previous section provides
a lower bound for the actuarial loading factor k considered here. We now show how a
“market-implied”
actuarial loading factor can be determined from financial market
information. This profu loading coefficient can then be used as a corresponding upper
bound (otherwise arbitrage between financial and financial reinsurance markets would be
possible).
Basically, a financial markets solution (bond portfolio insurance scheme) for segment B of
the dual trigger stop loss treaty would be based on December 1998 European put options or
January 1998 to December 1998 SEK interest rate caps:

A. European Put Option&
Starting point for aput option hedge is the benchmark bond price distribution on 1 January
1998 (see above). Two reasonable strike prices for the bond portfolio insurance under
segment B of the dual trigger stop loss treaty would then be SEK 101.00 and SEK 103.00
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(note that the mean is SEK 102.20 and the standard deviation SEK 2.55). Per 100 notional, a
corresponding December 1998 European put option would therefore cost
Strike (SEK)

Option Price (SEK)

101.00
103.00

0.7514
1.6724

which means that the entire bond portfolio insurance under segment B of the treaty would
cost (multiply the above option prices with MSEK 60.00)
Strike (SEK)

Bond Portfolio Insurance Cost (MSEK)

101.00
103.00

45.08
100.43

and the corresponding

market implied k s would be:

Strike (SEK)

Market Implied k

Stop Loss Treaty Price (MSEK)

101.00
102.00
103.00

3.51
5.91
8.31

22.76
37.05
51.34

B.
Starting point for an interest rate cap based bond portfolio insurance under segment B of the
dual trigger stop loss treaty is the 1M STJBOR distribution on 1 January 1998 (see above). A
reasonable cap rate for January 1998 to December 1998 would be. 5.00% (note that the mean
is 5.13% and the standard deviation 0.79%). Per 100 notional, a corresponding monthly
resettled (i.e., IM STlBOR) cap would then cost
Strike Rate

Cap Price (SEK)

5.00%

0.5798

which means that the entire bond portfolio insurance under segment B of the treaty would
cost (multiply the above cap price with MSEK 60.00)
Strike Rate

Bond Portfolio Insurance Cost (MSEK)

5.00%

34.79

and the corresponding

market implied k would be:

Strike Rate

Market Implied k

Stop Loss Treaty Price (MSEK)

5.00%

2.61

17.41
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